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THE

Providing Tools & Resources

ids IDENTITY

How does IDS fulfill its mission of providing tools &
resources and fulfilling lenders’ doc prep needs?

IDS provides numerous tools and resources that assist
with the document preparation process, including integrated technological tools, knowledgeable customer
service and compliance staff, and online compliance
resource documents. Refer to the tools and resources
below for some of the doc prep aids available to you:

Tools
» idsDoc can automatically register MERS loans
»	idsDoc has a built in tool that provides Mortgage
Flood Certification docs
» Compliance checks and audit tools
»	Modify generated doc packages with the Cabinet tool
»	idsDoc’s e-sign platform allows lenders to sign
electronically, save and e-mail docs, track docs,
» and receive status updates

Resources
» Initial set-up representative
» Knowledgeable compliance team
» Award-winning customer service
» Release Notes for software and layout changes
»	UAT Testing Website allows lenders to test upcoming software changes
» Regulation summaries available upon login

Fulfilling Lenders’ doc prep needs
Some essential needs lenders have when it comes to
doc prep are to: 1 create doc packages to preferences,
2 be efficient with enhanced technological capabilities,
3 be compliant, 4 save time and money, and 5 have useful resources. IDS fulfills these needs through the tools
and resources of idsDoc and IDS staff.
IDS is here to make your doc prep process as quick, efficient, and compliant as possible. At the end of the day,
we want to help you accomplish your doc prep needs.

Announcing ids’s
profile in Mortgage
ids
Banking Magazine:
Long Time Coming

From a 13 year old boy
programming loan documents
to a young adult developing a
complete doc prep solution.
is honored to be profiled in Mortgage Banking
Magazine’s November issue. Look for us in
the print or digital editions to get the scoop!

IDS Vice President Mark Mackey said about the Mortgage Banking article, “We are incredibly excited for
this opportunity to be profiled by such a respected industry magazine. We believe this editorial partnership
is a representation of our advanced presence in the
market and an acknowledgement for our contributions
over the years.”

idsDoc

Profile Synopsis

IDS’s Implementation of the Final
Rules: Dodd Frank January 2014

IDS has come a long way from the three employee doc
prep startup company it began as in 1986. The rapid
changes in technology, compliance, and the complexity
of everything challenged IDS to rise to the occasion,
strengthening and expanding the company to what it
is today. But the real story behind IDS’s identity lies in
the young computer prodigy who built the heart and
soul of this company, Curt Doman. Through three decades of mortgage industry changes, Doman’s passion
for development and compliance became ingrained in
the company’s culture, defining the IDS we know today.

IDS will be releasing a comprehensive compliance document for you to use as a resource that
explains all of the changes we will be implementing ahead of the January 2014 regulatory
changes. The documentation will provide brief
summaries on each change, as well as more indepth descriptions of the interplay between the
new regulations and IDS’s system changes. For
example, each change will have screenshots
and explanations of software updates in relation
to the new rules.

Profile Touch Points

You may access this document, IDS’s Implementation of the Final Rules: Dodd Frank January
2014, on or after Monday, November 11th on the
start page upon client login.

» IDS’s Origin Story
» Three Decades of Increased Complexity
› Compliance
› Initial Disclosures
› Technology: Data Entry Methods
› Multi-State Compliance Cases
» Changed Perception of Doc Prep

IDS will be happy to receive customer questions
or feedback regarding the changes discussed in
this document. Contact the compliance team at
800-554-1872, option 4.

ids blog

IDS, Inc., is now on Facebook!

Stay updated with all things IDS:
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